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based on these protocols, that exhibit much better performance than previous such implementations.
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Motivation and Contribution

The availability of byte-addressable non-volatile main memory (NVMM) enables the design
of recoverable concurrent algorithms. An algorithm is recoverable (also known as persistent)
if its state can be restored after recovery from a system-crash failure. Another important
property, known as detectability [15], is to be able to determine, upon recovery, if a request
has been completed, and if yes, to find its response.
When designing recoverable algorithms, the main challenge stems from the fact that all
data stored into registers and caches are volatile. Thus, unless they have been flushed to
persistent memory, such data will be lost at a system crash. Flushing to persistent memory
occurs by including specific persistence instructions, such as pwb, pfence and psync in
the code, which are however expensive in terms of performance. Despite many efforts for
designing efficient recoverable synchronization protocols and data structures, persistence
comes at an important cost even for fundamental data structures, such as queues and stacks.
We provide recoverable implementations of software combining protocols that exhibit much
better performance and lower persistence cost, in comparison to a large collection of existing
persistent techniques [3, 4, 22, 23] for achieving scalable synchronization. The implementation
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of many synchronization protocols, including queue-lock implementations [5, 19, 20] and
software combining protocols [8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 21], require careful design to maintain them
simple and low-cost; even minor changes in their code could negatively impact performance,
rendering them uninteresting. This was also the case with our protocols. Coming up with
them was quite intricate and they required careful design to ensure good performance.
As a recoverable implementation often inherents the synchronization overheads of the
concurrent implementation it is inspired from, persistence should not be added on top of heavy
universal constructions or transactional memory (TM) systems with high synchronization
cost. To achieve this goal, we first design a new combining protocol, called Bcomb, that
outperforms, by far, not only previous state-of-the art conventional combining protocols [8,
9, 10, 16], but also NUMA-aware synchronization techniques [6, 9]. Maintaining the number
of persistence instructions low is also very important in terms of performance. We present
PBcomb, a recoverable blocking combining protocol built upon Bcomb, that reveals the
power of appropriately utilizing software combining in achieving very low peristence cost.
We also present a wait-free recoverable universal construction, called PWFcomb. PWFcomb combines and extends ideas from PBcomb and PSim [8, 10]. PSim [8, 10] is a
state-of-the-art wait-free universal construction [7, 12, 13], which has been designed as the
practical version of Herlihy’s universal construction [17]. Our experimental analysis shows
that both PBcomb and PWFcomb outperform by far their competitors [3, 4, 22, 23].

2

PBCOMB and PWFCOMB

Brief Description. PBcomb follows the general idea of blocking software combining [9, 16,
21]. Each thread first announces its request and then tries to become the combiner. PBcomb
uses an array for storing the announced requests and a lock to identify which thread will
become the combiner. After acquiring the lock, the combiner creates a copy of the state
of the simulated object and applies the active requests on this copy. Then, the combiner
switches a shared variable to index this copy, indicating that it stores the current valid state
of the simulated object, and releases the lock. As long as the combiner serves active requests,
other active threads perform local spinning, waiting for the combiner to release the lock.
PBcomb owes its low persistence cost to the following two achievements: i) threads other
than the combiner do not have to execute any persistence instruction, and ii) the combiner
does not persist each of the requests it applies separately; it persists all the variables it access
together, after it is done with the simulation of all requests it serves. Let the combining
degree d be the average number of requests that a combiner serves. PBcomb executes a small
number of pwb instructions for every d requests. Achieving this, on top of a light-weight
synchronization protocol, are the main reasons that PBcomb has very good performance.
In PWFcomb, many threads may simultaneously attempt to be the combiner to achieve
wait-freedom: they copy the state of the object locally and use this local copy to apply all
active requests they see announced. Then, each of them attempts to change a pointer S
to point to its own local copy using SC . Only a single thread among them (the combiner)
manages to do so. Achieving this form of wait-freedom using naive persistence approaches,
would result in significant persistence overhead, as several threads attempt to become the
combiner, and thus they all have to persist certain variables to ensure durability without
blocking each other. Thus, we came up with more intricate persistence schemes to reduce
this cost. PWFcomb outperforms by far all competitors. However, it has worse performance
than PBcomb which pays less persistence overhead and is more light-weight.
Experimental Analysis. We performed our experimental analysis in a 48-core machine (96
logical cores) consisting of 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8260M processors, each of which consists
of 24 cores. The machine is equipped with a 1TB Intel Optane DC persistent memory
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Figure 1 a) Average throughput of implementations while simulating a recoverable AtomicFloat
object. b)-c) Average throughput of recoverable queue and stack implementations, respectively.

(DCPMM) (configured in AppDirect mode). Figure 1a shows that both, PBcomb and
PWFcomb, outperform by far, many previous recoverable TM systems. Specifically, we
compare the performance of PBcomb and PWFcomb against the following algorithms:
OneFile [23], CX-PUC [4], CX-PTM [4], and RedoOpt [4]. For our experiments, we
used the latest version of code for these algorithms that is provided in [2]. The diagrams
show that PBcomb is 4x faster and PWFcomb is 2.8x faster than the competitors. Our
protocols satisfy detectability [15] and are wait-free, whereas most competitors guarantee
only weaker consistency (such as durable linearizability [18]), and/or progress.
Figures 1b and 1c illustrate that the recoverable queues (PBqueue and PWFqueue)
and stacks (PBstack and PWFstack) that are built on top of PBcomb and PWFcomb,
have much better performance than state-of-the-art recoverable implementations of such data
structures, including the specialized recoverable queue implementations in [15]. Specifically,
Figure 1b compares PBqueue and PWFqueue with the specialized recoverable queue
implementation (FHMP) by Friedman et al. [15], the recoverable queue implementation
(NormOpt) based on Capsules-Normal [1], and recoverable queue implementations based
on Romulus [3] (RomulusLR and RomulusLog). Figure 1b shows that PWFqueue and
PBqueue achieve superior performance, with PBqueue being more than 5x faster than
the queue based on RedoOpt, which is the best competitor. Finally, Figure 1c compares
the performance of PBstack and PWFstack against recoverable stack implementations
based on OneFile [23] and Romulus [3], and against the archived recoverable stack based
on flat-combining (DFC) [24]. PWFstack and PBstack exhibit much better performance
than all the competitors. Specifically, PBstack is 4.4x faster than the DFC recoverable
stack, which is the best competitor. See [14] for a full version of our paper which provides
more diagrams and justification for the good performance of our algorithms.
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Conclusion

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
We present highly efficient recoverable software combining protocols that outperform by
far many state-of-the-art recoverable universal constructions and TM systems.
We built recoverable queues and stacks, based on our software combining protocols, which
significantly outperform previous recoverable implementations of stacks and queues.
Our results reveal the power of software combining in designing low cost persistent
synchronization protocols and concurrent data structures.
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